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The moment- distribution method was developed by Professor
Hardy Cross and is usually termed the "Cross Method". It is
applicable to all types of rigid-joint structures and is prob-
ably the most popular and widely used method for the analysis
of such structures. The general procedure of moment distribu-
tion is well known and quite familiar to us. But when the
rigid frame is under the action of transverse loads cr of
unsymmetrical vertical loads, the translation of joints, or
sidesway occurs.
In the analysis of a structure where sidesway may occur
we first put sufficient reactions to prevent the sidesway
then distribute the moment by the general procedure. Next,
after the reactions are determined, loads opposite in direction,
but equal to the reactions, are put on the basic frame to re-
place the reactions. Then the moments are determined. The
final moment is obtained by adding the two sets of moments
together. Since the procedures are more complicated more
labor is required.
A method of direct moment distribution with sidesway is
introduced in the "Analysis of Statically Indeterminate
Structures" written by Parcel and Moorman. By taking the
translation and rotation into consideration at the same time,
a modified form of moment distribution can distribute the
moment directly where no temporary supports of reactions are
necessary. In the Parcel and Moorman's book discussion and
examples are given on single-story, one-bay symmetrical rigid
frames. Here special advantages can be seen when compared
with the moment distribution method. It is the purpose of
this report to extend the same method into multi-story-one-
bay symmetrical and unsymmetrical rigid frames and compare with
moment distribution methods.




Adopting the assumption that the girders are infinitely
rigid in a rigid frame when it
deflects sidewise, we consider
the column AB in the frame shown
at the right as a cantilever beam
to be fixed at B and to be elastically








The trans lational restraint at A, which actually is
supported by the stiffness of the other column, has a spring
3modulus t. The stiffness S
flb
















From the moment diagram shown above, by use of the moment-
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Now , the translational stiffness . m 12EIIS 1 " "'j '
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then S
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if we neglect the effect of any axial loads, jk tranlr tional
distribut:ion factor may be defined by the same express ion in
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When statical moment sign convention is used
"ab 3Jt-l
3 t + 1 (4a)
Consider the column AB. When B end is not fixed but hinged,
the carry-over factor is, by using area-moment theory again
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and it is clear that since B is hinged the moment is
zero at E and the carryover on factor rflb o
Trans la tional Carry-over Factor
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Column CD of the above frame actually contributes to the
trans lational stiffness of member AB. After the moments are
balanced at A, moment will be induced at C and D. As the
shear at A is transmitted to C through BC girder, the shear
R , acting at C equal but opposite in direction to R , pushesC a.
the column CD through a same sidewise deflection S . In column
CD the induced moment M = M,, taking moment about its point
a a
Led
of inflection at the middle, M, * - R —*— in which, from (2a)
B 3M L
2
t M A>R = a a / bC\
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Hence Md - Mj- ™ j^-^
(6)
Carry-over factor for the Girder
The carry-over factor for the girder will be the same as




Simple examples are worked out by applying this method
on one-story one-bay frames.
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DIRECT MOMENT DISTRIBUTION OF MULTI-STORY-ONE-BAY-FRAME
Rotational Stiffness and Carry-over Factor







Point A is fixed against rotation and translation. Point B is
supported by a spring where translation and rotation are both
allowed. Point C is free to translate but not free to rotate.
Now in column ABC shown above, bar AB and BC can be considered
separately. It actually can be considered as two cantilever
beams which we already discussed previously. If the cantilever
beams are supported by a spring with spring modulus t, and t_
14
and under the action of M, and M2 , respectively, we can obtain
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Eliminating R^ from (a) and (b)
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By changing sign convention into static-moment expression
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Since all the horizontal force or shear, transmit in to the
other column through the rigid girder, the column A'B'C 1 deformed
17
as shown above at right. The point of inflection is at the
middle of AB and BC. Hence,
L' 3t,
1.1 n. (- v —H 3 ^, + 1





The carry-over factor D is
*'< / ^ l\
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Since the elastic restraint of a spring is actually supported
by the other column
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(See the following pages.)
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Example 1. Horizontal force acting on two-story frame.
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Fixend Moment - By Mooris Assumption
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Fixend moment M.g = + 60
A
2
Carry-over From MR . - 17.8 x-n-= - 5.9














3 + 4 + 2 - Zb./
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MBE -
- 80 x | - - 35.5
B2 Translational carry-over from Mgj. - 40 x - -i = + 20
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B4 Translational CO. from MFn and M^




Redistribution of unbalanced moment
(Unbalanced moment --2.9 +40+20-30 = + 27 •1)
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C
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C4 Redistribution of unbalanced moment
(Unbalanced moment =-8.9-10+40=+ 21.1)




D-, Fix- end moment =» + 40
Distribution of unbalanced moment - y x 40 =-20
D
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(-8.6 - 26.7) x " 3 = + 2 3 5
D^ Re-distribution of unbalanced moment
(unbalanced moment)- '5-7^+ 23.5 = - 8.9
At Point E
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At Point F
Fix- end moment = + 120
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Example 2. Vesical -force a.ctmy on two story frame
Frame. <5ymmefry
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A. Solve by Direct Distribution method.
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Horizontal force acting on three story frame.
A. Solve by Direct Distribution Method
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Total Unbalanced Moment at E,F,C,D,




= 150 + 66.7 = 216.7 ft-K
M , = 100 + 50 - 150.0 ft-K
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M . - 200 + 150 = 350.0 ft-K
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CONCLUSION
Each of the four examples was solved by the Direct-moment
distribution method and the general moment distribution method.
The following conclusions are based on the solutions of the
four problems.
1. Results obtained by using the direct moment distribution
method are very close to the results obtained by the moment
distribution method. Since the answers obtained by both
methods are approximations, the difference in the answers
is insignificant.
2. For symmetrical frames, some other modified method (such as
"Modify Stiffness Method," or "Cantilever Moment Distribution
Method") would give a simpler solution than the Direct-moment
distribution method or the general moment distribution method
due to the symmetry of the frame and the loading. The choice
of the method to use would be a matter of individual preference
3. For unsymmetrical multi-story-one-bay rigid frames, the total
work required for the solution obtained by Direct-moment
distribution method is less than that in the moment distribu-
tion method. However, the operational procedures of the
moment distribution method are simpler and can be performed
by a person with less technical training.
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For introducing the Direct Moment Distribution method with
sidesway for multi-story-one-bay frame, the introduction gives the
history of this method and its general breakdown. Also, in this
introduction, a discussion of the sidesway of the rigid frame, and
its well known Morris moment distribution method, are given.
In the first chapter, the general assumption of the direct
moment distribution method is given and the simple one-story-one-bay
frame is analyzed. The analysis includes the definition and determi-
nation of the Modified Rotational Stiffness, the Translational carry-
over factor, and the carry-over factor for the girder. This chapter
also gives the derivation of formulas. Four problems are given as
examples with their complete solutions solved by direct moment
distribution method.
In the second chapter, the same method is extended to solve the
multi-story-one-bay frame and a few necessary assumptions are made.
Also, the rotational stiffness and carry-over factor, the translational
carry-over factor, the carry-over factor for the girder, and the
spring modulus for the column are determined. Examples of multi-
story-one-bay frame deflect with sidesway are solved by the direct
moment distribution method as well as Morris moment distribution
method to give a numerical proof for the extended use of the direct
moment distribution method. From the examples, through comparison
and discussion, a general conclusion is made.
